The Material World
with Quentin Cooper 

Quentin Cooper : Hello.Today's reading comes from Ecclesiastes chapter 3 verse1. 
"To everything turn turn turn,
There is a season,turn,turn,turn, 
And a time to every purpose,under heaven" 
Ahh everything under heaven with a time, a turn, a reason, a rhyme.It's what used - in our hippier dippier moments to be called "Harmony" under our most stringently scientific analysis being recognised as natural synchrony.Today we'll be looking at the mathematics of why moonbeams and fireflies,planets and people all "turn turn turn" out to exhibit this syndrome of synchronicity.
[Item on maggots use in wound healing omitted.]
Well be still my triple-salcoing heart,the Olympics are once more upon us, well,almost,and with them the traditional chance to take cheap pot-shots at that most bizarre of events synchronised swimming.

Commentator : And so the Canadian team come to the climax of their programme.The famous submerged ivies(?),flipping over beautifully,ohh that's marvellous,into an Eiffel Tower, no it's a Catalina reverse.Limbs glistening in unison,and now the Catalina's merging into the Canadian trademark finish,the waterlogged elk,just look at those perfect antlers,absolute harmony!" (applause) 

Quentin Cooper : Synchronised swimming is it a sport? I'm not convinced.Is it physically and mentally demanding? Well undoubtedly,and is it of any remote interest only because deep down we're all impressed by the synchronised aspect - by the skill and effort required to have people act in perfect unison? Well,if so shouldn't we be even more impressed by apparently spontaneous outbreaks of such synchronous behaviour in nature? Where events on any scale from the subatomic to the interplanetary,in any area from the trotting of horses to the menstrual cycles of women sharing the same flat,somehow fall into step with each other. What's going on in such instances,and how is it going on at the same time and rhythm across different individuals or even different objects. 
Well I'm joined by two mathematicians although I'm not expecting them to answer in unison,Professor Ian Stewart on a line from Warwick University,and in Ithaca New York,is Professor Steve Strogatz an applied mathematician at Cornell University. Ian Stewart,I've cheerily been using synchrony and synchronicity,so what's what and what do they mean by them? 

Ian Stewart : Well essentially you've got it right,because you're saying things like "all in step,all at the same time".If you've got several different things all behaving in some way and they all do the same thing in time with each other,in step with each other,at exactly the same time they all do the same thing,that's synchrony,and roughly speaking asynchrony,is everything else,when things are not in step,there are obviously lots of different ways to be asynchronous,and there's kind of only one sensible way to be synchronous. 

Quentin Cooper : Asynchrony is the dominant half of this partnership,but just to be clear about this,this is not some high folluting way of talking about coincidence,because obviously every now and again people or creatures or whatever or you and I both happen to put out the cat at the same time,that's not synchrony? 

Ian Stewart : No,it's when there's a clear causal connection,even if it's not quite clear what it is,it's clear it must be there,because these things stay in synchrony,stably,they keep on doing the same thing at the same time,they really do look like two copies of the same thing. 

Quentin Cooper : Steve,that's an interesting definition,"a clear causal connection even if it's not clear"? 

Steve Strogatz : Yes! I would also point out that in many of the examples that we would call synchrony,the individuals behaviour is rhythmic,so in the case of the cat,presumably you just put it out once per day,but in the case of people clapping there hands in unison [Ref: ledge.html - edge10],each individual is doing something rhythmic - clapping,and it's the synchrony between those rhythms that often catches our attention. 

Quentin Cooper : So when was it that scientists began to realise that there was something very interesting going on here? 

Steve Strogatz : Err,perhaps the earliest example is from the 1600s,the Dutch physicist Christian Huygens,who was interested in time keeping [Ref: long.html],err he invented the pendulum clock,and his clocks in those days weren't especially good at keeping time,but he noticed something that really startled him one day when he was in his room,lying ill,he noticed that two clocks that he had recently built were keeping perfect time together,and it really surprised him because as I say he knew his clocks weren't that accurate,so could they stay tick-tocking in perfect step? [Ref : Video BB14 : RI:Maths 1997 (Ian Stewart)] So he did a little experiment,erm he realised that there must be some subtle influence of one clock on the other,that is one clock was probably shaking the other a little bit through their common support,and so he separated the clocks moving one to the far side of his room and then he found that indeed they did lose step with each other. So there was some subtle -either vibration or other imperceptible influence that kept them in perfect time. 
[Notice that such an odd phenomena was NOT related to spirits or gods intervening,nor was it attributed to some force outside man that could not be measured -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : Well I want to go on to some other physical examples later.but having mentioned flies and menstrual cycles and planets,I think we ought to try and get through some of these,so can we start with the fire flies what do they do that's synchronous? 

Steve Strogatz : In the case of the fire fly example,that would be especially familiar to people from South East Asia,places like Borneo or Thailand,the phenomenon is that male fire flies will gather in Mangrove trees along river banks at night and hundreds or thousands of them begin to flash in unison,creating an enormous beacon that attracts female fire flies of the same species to come into the trees and mate with them. 
[This would be the sort of thing thought by theists and mystics to be a magical attribute that cannot be explained by mathematics or physics,in fact such self aligning phenomena auto correlate themselves via feedback processes,and one need look no further than the system of individuals and their communication system to see such attributes occur of their own volition.No outside intervention is needed -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : Oh right,so I think you've answered my next question now,it's because they do it in unison that it's able to lure the female fire flies,that's the evolutionary advantage is it? 

Steve Strogatz : That's certainly one possible explanation and that's one that many biologists believe,but there's always been a mystery about that explanation because it's hard to see why it's in any individual's advantage,which is after all what natural selection is interested in.
[Is it? If so then altruism is hard to understand.It maybe that a local populace is trying to serve the group of DNA,so social chimps say fair better than those alone,and pack wolves or pods of dolphins stand a better survival chance by cooperating than operating singly.Then it's not so much survival of the fittest as survival of the fittest group,and not so much the selfish gene as the selfish set of genes (see ledge.html - edge12) -LB]
Why would any individual want to be part of this enormous crowd of a 1000 or 10,000 fire flies? How does that help that males chance of mating? So for that reason some other explanations have been given that it could be for instance that synchrony helps to distract predators. If a bird is coming to eat you,but you look exactly like your neighbour,maybe your neighbour will be the unlucky one instead. 
[Shoals of fish perhaps swarm in groups to decrease the chances of and individuals being picked off,and present a larger,prepossessing organism to a potential predator. Notably such swift turns of fish and birds it is said defy the capacity of a nervous impulse to pass through the group,this has caused fringe speculation as to what means of communication passes between individuals.The sort of thing that is discussed here accounts for the capacity of the swarm to act as if it were a single unit -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : It's not the equivalent of sort of humans clubbing together to buy a car to impress the birds,you know,(laughter) something that you might do,it doesn't apply to an individual but does work collectively? 

Steve Strogatz : But it could be! I mean it could be that if you're in this attractive club,at least you have a chance of getting one of the birds as you say! (laughs) 

Quentin Cooper : Now Ian Stewart,I can see there seems to be two phases to this.There's the "how does it happen?" and the "why does it happen?". 

Ian Stewart : That's right,and I think mathematicians are really more comfortable with the "how does it happen?" and the problem with the "why does it happen?",is there are so many stories you can tell,and it's very hard to test any particular one of them,but the "how does it happen?" you can really,you can do what Huygens did,you can move the clocks around and see what happens,you can - with the fire flies people can play games with flashing artificial fire flies at other fire flies and measuring what they're doing,and seeing how they respond in slightly different conditions from the normal ones,and this way you can understand the dynamics of what's going on,and what the synchronisation mechanism is,so to speak - what it is that's actually mathematically causing them to come together. 

Quentin Cooper : And what was it about synchrony that first grabbed your attention Ian? 

Ian Stewart : Well I got involved in it because I did some work on animal movement [Ref: ledge.html - edge3; mworld.html - world21] and animals move their legs, [In fact Ian was kind enough to send me the actual papers of his work -LB] and in almost all forms of animal locomotion,it's actually very important that the legs DO NOT move synchronously.If we both..if we moved our left and right legs forwards at the same time,we'd just sit down rather hard and we wouldn't get anywhere,so what's happened there is the exact opposite,that the system has evolved in such a way that the motion is not only out of synchrony,but it's out of synchrony with a pattern.We go left,right,left,right, equally spaced in fact as far apart as possible on the two sides,so it's all to do with the patterns,and really that's what intrigued me. 

Quentin Cooper : But as you say the main...one thing is to observe the pattern,the second is to think "what on Earth is lying behind it?",I mean could it be Steve that in some cases there is no necessarily biological explanation,it could be that just for the same reason as the clocks being in harmony,or that two people walking down a street together may fall into step,it just maybe one of those things that happens? 
[It maybe that people fall into step because it's easier to walk that way,in that sense the "easiness" would be the "attractor" for the system to become synchronous -LB] 

Steve Strogatz : That certainly is possible and there are some examples where synchrony is just accidental,there are some other pernicious examples,where synchrony is something that is known as a kind of a disease.So as an example of that I would mention the case of brain cells which are supposed to normally be discharging their voltage oscillations out of step with each other.If those brain cells happen to all be firing electrically at the same time,in perfect step,that's what we call epilepsy [Ref: ledge.html - edge13],and that's a disease that you don't want to have. 
[Again,such auto-correlation and automatic synching can happen is such complex systems with feedback and also has an electronic counterpart.In fact exploitation of feedback and chaos in electronic circuits has led to highly accurate synchronisation (see circsync.html @xoom).As an aside,my wife suffered seeming seizures which may have been the mild form of epilepsy,and I noted on one occasion an electronic sounding buzz emitted from her head,which sounded like a light switch halfway between contacts "arcing".On seeing the GP the doctor said "Your brain does not make noises" showing the fantastic ignorance of physics available at your local GP's surgery-LB] 

Quentin Cooper : Right so synchrony is something to be avoided in some cases,and something to be encouraged in others? 
Steve Strogatz : Right,and then there are these - as you say - some cases where it's hard to understand if there's an advantage or not,and as an example of that there's the - what many people think of as just an anecdotal story - of women who live together or room mates or office mates who find that their menstrual cycles occur on about the same day and become closer and closer in time,the more time they spend together. 
[Note that if both person's cycle is apprx 28 days,they will appear to come into synch and have a "beat frequency" between them that maybe a very low frequency oscillation,and perhaps not noticeable,and the cycles will go out of synch again over time.Only if they STAY in synch is there reason to suppose a Huygen's type explanation -LB]
For a long time it wasn't really documented and many male researchers didn't really believe in it,although of course all women who have ever lived together know that it's true! (Quentin laughs,followed by Steve) 

Quentin Cooper : I think we're getting into another aspect of the nature of science here! But yes. (Steve laughs) 

Steve Strogatz : Right, so it actually took just as in the case of the "Emperor's New Clothes" - it took a young person to solve this,it was Martha McClintock who was an undergraduate at Wellsley College in the US,for her senior thesis did a study of her friends,had them keep close records of who their best friends were,who they spent the most time with,and when their periods occurred,and she found that throughout the school year,the timing of friends period became statistically significantly more coincident than randomly matched females. 
[Take note of Ian's insight into "random" at random.html @xoom,and note what is statistically significant is what counts,and that the public have a poor understanding of randomness, chance and coincidence (see sci-mat3 @xoom {Sue Blackmore}) especially those given to superstitious or mystic belief,or accommodating of the paranormal -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : Okay so it happens,but how? 

Steve Strogatz : In the case of menstrual synchrony the mechanism is not clear really,but it seems,amazingly,that it has to do with some substance contained in sweat. 
[New Scientist reported that we maybe more victims of exchanges of pheromones that previously thought (see http://www.newscientist.com/nl/0902/pheromone.html -LB]
That is there is something like a human pheromone that conveys information about he phase of a woman's cycle,and the reason we believe this is there was a very dramatic study done in which a woman who,every summer would come home and find that her sister's cycle would lock onto hers in perfect step.The feeling was that that woman returning home had some sort of powerful signal that acted to entrain or synchronise women around her. 
[In other words it wasn't because of some wishy washy "I am glad to see you "feeling" but had a biological basis,nor were they relating via some unseen "aura" or "energy" but using chemistry -LB] 
And so the experiment was to have this woman wear cotton pads under her arms to collect some of her sweat each day.The cotton pads were then ground up and mixed with alcohol,creating some exotic potion containing her secretions from her sweat and then this potion was dabbed on the lip of women miles away [You mean kilometres? -LB] who had never met this particular woman and the incredible but true finding was that those remote women began to synchronise their period with this other woman they'd never met. 

Quentin Cooper : Okay so we've got some possible understanding as to the mechanisms underlying it.Are there any possible understandings as to what the evolutionary advantages might be? 
[If Brian Goodwin is correct,then we could have vestigial aspects left over which are no longer of any use,such as the appendix? (see organism.html@xoom-LB] 

Steve Strogatz : Ahh,go ahead Ian! 

Ian Stewart : Well there may not be an evolutionary advantage,I'll but in here,because Steve's just told us a very interesting story that....what this could be is a kind of mathematical side-effect of something else where the "something else" has an evolutionary advantage - it maybe in the interests of the human race for the females to emit string signals and for the males perhaps to pick them up,and then because of the way this affects other females,maybe this causes everybody to lock in. 

Quentin Cooper : Now just while we are with humans though,I mean another one is about er - I'm not normally one to fish for applause - but I believe audiences tend to clap in a way that is very...is synchronous behaviour? 
Ian Stewart : It's often observed particularly I think with continental audiences that let's say at the end of an opera the audience starts applauding wildly,and then suddenly they all seem to synchronise and be clapping together,which actually in the United Kingdom is a very rude thing to do,and they clap,clap,clap,clap together and then it all breaks up again,and this keeps happening,and it's not just that the prima donna has come back with her bouquet of flowers,or something,although that tends to trigger it all over again. [Again,because all the individual clapping is happening close to the same rate you'll get a "beat frequency" that depends on the frequency of difference between those rates,this is a known physical phenomena and is exploited in synthesisers when oscillators are "detuned" to "fatten" the sound -LB] 
Now very recently this year,a bunch of Rumanian physicists did some experiments on audiences in Hungary and Rumania and they pretty much figured out what's going on,and it's erm...the audience is trying to make as loud a noise as it can,each individual is trying to contribute to something that makes a huge noise,and as the clapping starts randomly,you get a little bit of variation and they ...a few in some place will get a little bit in synchrony,and it sounds louder,and everyone gets it into their heads that if they could synchronise with everybody else it would be louder still,because all the hands would clap at the same time,but you can't do that effectively,at the speed of clapping that is normal,and the fascinating thing they found is,what happens is everyone's clapping slows down. 
[I note here that these areas of research might not be thought "useful" and might be scoffed at as being irrelevant to benefiting life. And yet the same scoffers would be the one's saying "Well how do you explain that? It must be something science can't explain".If they wish an explanation then it has to be researched, and moreover such seemingly "useless" areas of research into "unknowns" such as this usually yield results in totally unexpected areas. The type of research referred to here has wide implications across the scientific spectrum. The investigation of clapping,periods or knots in ties usually engenders far more profound considerations than the task used to demonstrate it to a simple minded public who would have no time for the real profundity associated with the idea,the examples are thus dumbed down for their benefit. Knot theory for example is not just a paltry investigation of neck ties but a whole swathe of thought cutting through cosmic physics,topology and problems of proteins in biology (see certain.html;notknot.html;knotprob.html and mworld.html - world20 @xoom) -LB]
It slows down to about half the rate that it would normally be,and at the slower rate it then becomes very ,very easy to synchronise - not just with your neighbours - but with everybody,and the whole audience synchronises.Now once you're doing that how do you make it louder still? Obviously you have to clap faster,more bangs per second,so they clap faster and faster and faster,and when it gets sufficiently fast,they lose the ability to synchronise and it all falls to bits again. 

Quentin Cooper : So this is in fact a mathematical explanation of that phenomenon I'm very familiar with at the rock concert of the kind of "we want more,we want more,we want more" all goes wild all degenerates? 

Ian Stewart : That's right,and it starts slow,gets faster and faster,falls to bits and the it all repeats over again. 
Quentin Cooper : My particular favourite of this is the idea old idea of the Harmony of the Spheres [Ref: chaos.html;magic.html;solarsys.html@xoom],may have some scientific merit to it,the planets exhibit synchrony? 

Steve Strogatz : Mmmhmm,that's true and perhaps the most familiar example would be the Earth and the moon.Your...everyone realise that when they look at the moon there's that sort of face up there,the man in the moon,why is it that we always see the man in the moon,and not the backside of the moon? 
[To a mystic this requires divine intervention for the planets to be so precisely coordinated such that they dance merrily around each other apparently "tuned" to a high degree of accuracy.Similarly the physical constants appear "tuned".This idea is a consequence of the ignorance of those holding that view,of how the physical laws work.Resonance works to force pattern and alignment as in Huygens clocks (see the bottom of thinkmat.html @xoom) -LB] Right? There's this notion of the dark side of the moon [A la Pink Floyd and Close Encounters -LB], and what's going on is that the moon of course is rotating on its own axis,as it's orbiting around the Earth,but it happens that the orbit and rotation are such that they are exactly in synch.It orbits once around the Earth in the same amount of time that it spins once on its own axis,with the result that the face of the moon is always pointing towards the Earth,and so we only see one side,with the dark side in the back. 

Ian Stewart : And these things are resonances,and other one - Jupiter's satellites really show this,the four main satellites of Jupiter,the biggest ones that were found first are Io,Europa 
[New Scientist reported that an "ocean" possibly exists on Europa going off measurements recently taken,increasing the CHANCES that life may exist alongside us -LB],Ganymede and Callisto.Moving out from the centre,and the times...Io goes round once,then Europa goes round half a time,so Io goes round twice to every one of Europa,but then Europa goes round twice to every one of Ganymede
[The diagrams for this are in solarsys.html@xoom,note also that Hyperion is "Chaotic" and not in perfect resonance with anything,showing up the "creation" notion for the absurdity that it is and that there are two satellites in Saturn's rings,that change orbits with each other like cars on a Scalextric track in a neat pirouette,and this happens without any intercedence from any deity -LB] 
and it NEARLY works with Callisto,but it's not quite right,hasn't got completely resonant,but you've got three bodies there,in a 1:2:4 resonance,as they say. [Note the imperfection of Callisto which would not exist if a "perfect being" had created the apparent "designed" solar system.It's all maths and physics and nothing to do with "design" - LB] 

Quentin Cooper : Lot's of unknowns here aren't there? 

Steve Strogatz : So this.....yes! 

Quentin Cooper : Years of work lying ahead for people interested in synchrony? 

Ian Stewart : It's music to mathematicians ears! (laughter) 

Quentin Cooper : Professors Ian Stewart and Steve Strogatz many thanks.Next week another kind of coming together,hopefully a harmonious one,as we consider the semi permeable membrane between the arts and sciences as a major festival "creating sparks" under war which celebrates their commonalities and disparities,sparks should fly.
[See also : Protext Files PT3 SN;Big Bang {Synchronicity}] 
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